Mobile Walkthrough – Reverse
Engineering and Dynamic Analysis of
UnCrackable Level 1 app
In this walkthrough we will solve the UnCrackable-Level1 application.
Let’s go.
First, we need to go to VirtualBox and start the IntroAndroidSecurityVM and Androidx86 virtual
machines.
Going to the Androidx86 virtual machine you should see:

Clicking on the taskbar, click on the terminal emulator

You should now see the following:

Click on the Terminal Emulator and type the following: ifconfig
The above command will give us our IP address. We're looking for wlan0 IP address. Here's a
screenshot of my emulator, your IP address will probably be different.

Make a mental note of the wlan0 IP address, we will use it shortly.
Now, let's start the IntroToAndroidSecurityVM virtual machine.
Username/password: android/security
Let's start the ADB (Android Debugging Bridge) application between our
IntroToAndroidSecurityVM and Androidx86 emulator.
In our IntroToAndroidSecurityVM open a terminal by clicking Menu --> Favorites
Once the terminal opens type the following command:
adb connect <wlan0 IP address>
In my case it will be adb connect 192.168.1.117

We're connected!
In the IntroAndroidSecurityVM navigate to the Documents folder, we will see the following
screenshot

We’re going to install the UnCrackable-Level1.apk onto our emulator.
Open the terminal by clicking on the Menu on the left side and typing “terminal” to bring the
MATE terminal as the first option. See screenshot below.

Navigate to the Documents folder with the following command: cd Documents
Type the following command: adb install UnCrackable-Level1.apk

We have successfully uploaded our UnCrackMe-Level1.apk to our Androidx86 emulator!

Going back to the Androidx86 virtual machine, click on the button with the six dots, we now see
our UnCrackable-Level1 app on our machine.

Uh-oh... when we opened the app, we received an error.
Let's see where this error is coming from...
Going back to the IntroToAndroidSecurityVM let's open the Jadx-GUI application.
Go to Menu --> Reverse Engineering --> jadx-gui.
Once the application opens, navigate to the /Documents directory.
You will be presented with the following:

Double Click on the UnCrackable-Level1.apk, and you will be presented with the following:

We have successfully decompiled the apk.
Let's click on the sg.vantagepoint to expand the contents.

We see there's an uncrackable menu, click on that.

Finally, we see the MainActivity, let's click on that.

Scrolling down on the MainActivity we see there's a section that looks for root access:

Let's see if we can bypass this check.
To do this we’re going to use Frida which is a dynamic analyzer where we can change or bypass
the logic in the code. This is extremely useful because we can change things on the fly in the
app.
In the IntroToAndroidSecurityVM let's hop on the internet and copy and paste the following
URL: Release Frida 12.6.11 · frida/frida · GitHub
We see there are a lot of Frida tools. We're interested in the following - frida-server-12.6.11android-x86_64.xz (my computer uses 64-bit architecture. If your computer uses 32, then
download the x86 version.) This step is EXTREMELY important to make Frida work!
The reason we want the Frida-server-12.6.11 is because the Frida-server needs to match the
current version of Frida in our virtual machine.
To check what version of Frida we have on our virtual machine open the terminal and enter the
following command:
Frida –version
Doing that we see the following screenshot

Going back to Google, click on the highlighted:

Again, this will be downloaded to our /Downloads folder
Going to the desktop of our IntroAndroidSecurityVM machine, click on the Android folder, and
then click on the Downloads folder, you should see the following:

Right click on the frida-server file and click on Extract Here.
You should have the following:

Right-click on the frida-server-android file and select rename. Rename the file to frida-server.

Now let's go back to the terminal and upload the frida-server to our androidx86 emulator.
First, we need to make sure we’re in our Downloads folder.
To do that we’re going to enter the command
cd ~/Downloads
Next, we’re going to re-start our ADB as root, and reconnect.
The following commands to do that are:
adb root
adb connect <wlan0 IP address>
Next, we're going to enter the following command:
adb push frida-server /data/local/tmp

adb shell
cd /data/local/tmp
chmod 755 frida-server
./frida-server &

Open another terminal and type:
adb devices -l
We see the following:

let's see the process running on the androidx86 emulator:
frida-ps -U

We see our Frida-server is being captured with process ID of 7286 which matches the process id
from our adb shell

Go back to the androidx86 VM, and re-start the UnCrackable-Level1 app. You should get the
error message of running as root. That's fine. Don't press OK.
Back in the IntroAndroidSecurityVM type the following command: frida-ps -U

Sweet, we have Frida up and running, and our UnCrackable process is being captured with
process id 7417.
Let's see if we can bypass the root functionality.

We're going to use Frida with JavaScript to redirect the logic.
Opening Pluma, Menu --> Accessories --> Pluma, we're going to enter the following:
Java.perform(function() {
var appClass = Java.use("sg.vantagepoint.a.c");
appClass.a.implementation = function(f) {
console.log("In function a, for su");
return false;
}
appClass.b.implementation = function(f) {
console.log("In function b, test-keys");
return false;
}
appClass.c.implementation = function(f) {
console.log("In function c, super user file");
return false;
}
console.log("Changes complete!");
})
The following code snippet does the following
1. We're performing a Java function (java.perform)
2. We're creating a variable appClass that uses the sg.vantagepoint.a.c class. This specifies the
file location of the code we want to dynamically change. We got this class after reviewing the
apk inside the JADX-GUI application. Notice the name of the file in the JADX-GUI screenshot is
the same file inside the Java.use function.

3. Next, we use the appClass and we’re going to specify the specific methods. As you can see
the appClass has appClass.a, appClass.b, and appClass.c we’re going to override these methods
to change the values from true to false. The reason we’re doing this is if we keep the values as
true that means we will see the error that root privileges are turned on and we can’t interact
with the application. By changing the values to false we can bypass the root check.
Below is the code we’re going to override.

Remember appClass = sg.vantagepoint.a.c, so appClass.a = sg.vantagepoint.a.c.a. You will see in
the JavaScript we added a console.log line – which will print to the screen which lets us know
we’re in the su block of code. We will do the same for appClass.b = sg.vantagepoint.a.c.b, and
appClass.c = sg.vantagepoint.a.c.c. Which corresponds to test-keys and super user files
respectively.
Note the a, b, and c functions all return true. The code we do above will change these values to
false.
Save the file on the desktop as disableRoot.js
Now we're going to execute our disableRoot.js file in Frida.
Going back to the terminal in our IntroToAndroid VM type the following:
frida -U --no-pause -l /home/android/disableRoot.js -f owasp.mstg.uncrackable1

We're seeing the logging, let's see if our script executed successfully.
Going back to the Androidx86 VM, we see the following:

We were able to bypass the root check functionality.

But we're not done... we don't know the passphrase.
Let's go back to Jadx-GUI.
Going to the MainActivity, there's a method named verify. Looking at this method we see it
verifies the input the user puts in. If it's the correct password then we get a success message.

Clicking on line 45 we're transferred to the following code:

Hmm... line 11 is doing some weird things. We have a method b that is taking a special
encoding along with base64, and doing something weird... or is it? clicking on the a.a.a method
we're transferred to the following code:

OK. The secret encoding is actually encryption AES (Advanced Encryption System). Line 8 is
specifying the special key specification (AES/ECB/PCKS7Padding), line 9 is using the AES cipher.

Let's see if we can decode this to get the secret message.
Going back to the disableRoot.js file let's add the following code at the top of the file:
function bin2string(array) {
var result="";
for(var i=0; i < array.length; i++) {
result += (String.fromCharCode(array[i]));
}

return result;
}
The above code is changing the bytes to a string for the passcode.
At the end of the file add the file:
// Getting passcode
var passClass = Java.use("sg.vantagepoint.a.a");
passClass.a.implementation = function(x1, x2) {
var passFunctionCall = [];
passFunctionCall = this.a(x1, x2);
var output = bin2string(passFunctionCall);
console.log("Passcode: " + output);
return passFunctionCall;
}
The above code is stating we want to use the sg.vantagepoint.a.a class. Next, we're going to
override the a method, and call our bin2string to convert the bytes to a string. Finally, we're
going to output the passcode, and return the array.
The file should look like this:

Now let's restart Frida.

To invoke (trigger) the second method we need to enter a fake passcode.
Going back to the Androidx86 let's enter a passcode.

Going back to the IntroAndroidSecurityVM we have the passcode!

Switching back to the Androidx86 VM, let's enter the new passcode, and see if it truly works...

Recap:
When doing mobile analysis. We first need to install the application onto the device. We did
this with the adb install. Once we install the application, we need to review the source code.
We can do this with the JADX-GUI application. This will show the source code. Note, the source
code will be obfuscated – meaning that you will not see the true meaning of the code, but you
can follow along to get a general idea of what the code is doing. Finally, if we need to bypass or
change some logic then we will need to use the Frida software. Note: when using Frida, you will
need to use Frida-server. Need to see what version of Frida you’re using because the server
needs to match. To check for this type the command frida –version which will return the
current version of Frida on your machine. From there will need to create a script to bypass the
logic. In Frida you can use JavaScript, Python, etc. to create the script. Finally, need to execute
the script in Frida to bypass and dump additional information as needed.
The above paragraph will give a starting point to do mobile analysis.

